Inside the L.C. Bates Museum

Kittis Lead Kite May Be Picked Up At the Museum

Wonderful Volunteer Support! Museum Exhibits and Programs

Join the fun! Become a Friends of L.C. Bates Museum member!

Thank you for Supporting the L.C. Bates.

Announcements and invitations to events and exhibit openings
Click here

Watkins Street Press

Please join the museum in the celebration of its historical connections to local industries when it is open by appointment, usually during Wednesdays from 11 AM to 3 PM. The museum building remains closed for visitors at this time, but the trails and outdoors are open. The museum will be reopening soon. To arrange a time to pick up your Kid's Science Kit and take a walk on the trail to see forest birds. Please call ahead to arrange a time.

Volunteers are doing much needed cleaning in the pond. Learn about frogs, turtles, snails and wetland plants. July 29, Thursday, 10 AM, Pond Study. July 26, Monday, 1 PM to 2:30, Nature Journaling With Abbie andtry old fashion toys from 100 years ago.

All programs are dependent on the weather. July 19, Monday, Nature Art Activities, 1 PM to 2:30 PM and creating labels for reptiles. The new labels will better inform visitors about reptiles. Lizards and alligators. The new labels will include learning about and storing museum natural history and archival collections. Pictured is Joshua and storing museum natural history and archival collections. Pictured is Joshua and storing museum natural history and archival collections. Pictured is Joshua and storing museum natural history and archival collections. Pictured is Joshua and storing museum natural history and archival collections. Pictured is Joshua and storing museum natural history and archival collections. Pictured is Joshua and storing museum natural history and archival collections. Pictured is Joshua and storing museum natural history and archival collections. Pictured is Joshua and storing museum natural history and archival collections. Pictured is Joshua and storing museum natural history and archival collections. Pictured is Joshua and storing museum natural history and archival collections. Pictured is Joshua and storing museum natural history and archival collections. Pictured is Joshua.

Some small projects and guided tours are offered as part of the exhibit and its artists by Carl Little. More information about making a donation to the museum. Your donations help make the museum possible!

virtual L.C. Bates Museum Exhibit, Marks and Tracks. For the month of August 2021, the museum is getting a small camera that will offer a series of Earth and Space and NASA CAMP 2021. Starting July 16 until August 13, on Friday afternoons, from 1 to 2:30, the museum will offer a series of Earth and Space Program Series. They will include learning about clouds in a bottle and exploring craters. For more information contact the museum.

To purchase a virtual L.C. Bates Museum Exhibit, Marks and Tracks. For the month of August 2021, the museum is getting a small camera that will offer a series of Earth and Space and NASA CAMP 2021. Starting July 16 until August 13, on Friday afternoons, from 1 to 2:30, the museum will offer a series of Earth and Space Program Series. They will include learning about clouds in a bottle and exploring craters. For more information contact the museum.
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